Bikes and Cargo Bikes
Forms, functions and features of bikes and Cargo Bikes across the world.
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Bicycles

Most common form of a bicycle

Pedal

Seat
Gear Train

Handle
Frame

Has many applications that include
• Transportation
• Sports
• Delivery
• Fitness
• Casual riding
These bicycles are common almost everywhere in the world

Wheels

The idea of a bicycle is imagined the same way everywhere, keeping
a very similar form with changes that depend on the specific
application
Some examples of different kind of bicycles:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road
Touring
Mountain
Freight
Cyclo-cross
Hybrid

•
•
•
•
•

Recumbent
Racing
Triathlon
Electric
Motorized
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Types of Bicycles

By understanding the different kinds of bikes, their uses and how
they’ve been adapted to suit their application, we can gain insight into
the thinking behind some of these design changes and apply the same
principles when designing.

Cyclo-Cross Bike

Recumbent Bike

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Designed for different surfaces
Same handle bar as road bikes
Wider tires for more grip
Different braking system to prevent mud
build-up

Triathlon Bike

• Maximised aero-dynamics
• Handle bars allow user to crouch forward to
reduce wind resistance
• Lighter frame for increased speed

Low, long design
Full seat and backrest
Two or three wheel options
Difficult to ride up hill

City Bike

• Upright seat of cruiser bike, wheels of hybrid
bike
• Designed for riding in regular clothes :
• Fenders
• Chain guard
• Skirt guard on rear wheel

• Built in generator with lights for riding in dark

Touring Bike

• Designed to support long-distance riding on
pavements
• Relaxed frame so rider is upright for more
comfort
• Mounting bolts for cargo carriers
• Lower gear range to carry heavier load
• Ideal for commuting

Mountain Bike
•
•
•
•

Designed for rough, off-road trails
Flat, upright handles
Lower gear range to move up steep hills
Feature a form of suspension/shock absorbers
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Motor-cycles
Fuel Tank
Seat

Two or three-wheeled vehicles that are powered by a motor rather
than conventional pedals

Handle

Engine
Headlight

Tail-light

Just like bicycles they have a wide variety of applications:
• Transportation
• Delivery
• Sport
• Casual

Brake Disc
They can be more common than bikes depending on what part of the
world one is in.

Exhaust
Suspension
Wheels

Also like bicycles, their forms can different greatly based on what they
are used for:
• Long Distance
• Commuting
• Sport
• Casual riding
• Off-road
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Types of Motorcycles

Touring Bikes

• Designed for long-distance riding
• Feature lots of cargo space
• Relaxed riding position:
• Average height, wide seats
• Rear-set handle bars
• Forward-set foot pegs
• Large windscreen to protect rider
• Electronically adjustable suspension
• Sat Nav, intercoms
• Sports Touring are built for higher performance

Standard Bike

• Designed for daily use
• One of the most common forms
• Easy going ergonomics for upright riding:
• Semi-forward foot pegs
• Flatter, mid-low range handle bars
• Little to no fairing

Moped/Scooter

Cruiser Bike
•
•
•
•

Built for cruising
Contains space for luggage solutions
Little to no fairing as no need for aerodynamics
Leaned back riding position:
• Mid range handle bars
• Lower seat height
• Mid-forward foot pegs

Sports Bike
•
•
•
•

Built for track racing
Made from lightweight materials to improve speed
Full fairing to make improve aerodynamics greatly
Sporty, aggressive riding position:
• Higher seats
• Lower handle bars
• Rear-set foot pegs

• Step through design for comfort
• Lots of storage space
• Typically used for commuting in smaller
cities
• Comfortable riding position:
• Low seat height
• Mid-range handle bars
• Small fairings

Dual Sport/Adventure

• Jack of all trades for on-road and limited
off-road capabilities
• Long travel suspension
• Dual sport tires used on both terrains
• Luggage options
• Upright, standing riding position:
• High seat
• Higher handle bars
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Motorcycles vs Bicycles
• Both Bicycles and Motorcycles are used for the delivery of goods, the transportation of others, and many more uses all around the world.
• Many prefer them as a mean of transportation because they:
o Are more flexible with where they can go
o Have smaller environmental impacts than cars, vans, etc.
o Are relatively cheap
• The popularity of either one changes based in where you are.

Bicycle use by country:

1. Netherlands – 51%
• A breakdown on the countries where the use of bicycles and motorbikes are most popular: 2. Germany – 39%
3. China – 30%
4. Denmark – 29%
5. Belgium – 29%
• Bicycles more prevalent in countries that have a big biking culture:
6. Sweden – 30%
o Biking Lanes
99. Nigeria – 0.14%
o
o
o
o
o

Motor-Bike use by Country:
1. Thailand – 87%
2. Vietnam – 86%
3. Indonesia – 85%
4. Malaysia – 83%
5. China – 60%
8. Nigeria – 35%

Air Quality
Bike Sharing
No Car Days
Traffic Congestion
Toll – free movement

• Motor Bikes are used in countries that are more densely populated due to combat the large number of cars that may be driven at the same
time
o There are generally fewer restrictions on their use in these countries
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Biking Cultures - Europe
• Layout of European cities encourages cycling
o Narrow streets
o Housing close to city centres
o Tax on gasoline for cars
• Infrastructure helps to protect and encourage riders
o Bike trails and paths
o Bike calming – making it difficult / illegal to drive quickly on certain streets
o Allocated biking times and roads, some with traffic lights

A biking Lane

• Some countries remove restrictions that prevent people from riding without helmets
o They see the health benefits outweighing injuries as bikers are already protected
• Buying and driving cars in some areas is also quite expensive.

Bike Sharing in England
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Biking Culture - Africa
• The use of bicycles and bikes is dependent on the area of a country:

Rural Areas

o Bicycles are more popular in more rural areas
o They are mainly used as a form of transportation
- Getting around town
- Carrying water and food from farms
- Medical care
o The lack of vehicles makes the streets safer
o The air quality may also be much better in these areas
o The towns are also usually smaller.

A woman transporting produce to a
market

Urban Areas
o
o
o
o

More Urban areas are likely to make use of motorbikes
These are mainly used for the delivery of goods and transporting the population around
Cities are bigger, so manually cycling becomes a big turn-down for some
The roads are also more populated with vehicles and so having the faster and more durable bikes makes sense

Okadas – a Major form of
Transportation in Nigeria

• In Nigeria, the public transport system may not be able to accommodate everyone and so the use of bikes may help ease the strain on pt.
• There are also not many infrastructural installations that encourage or protect bike users such as those across Europe.
• It is also relatively cheap to own a car in most countries due to a lack of demanding tax on vehicles and petrol and other policies such as
insurance.
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Cargo Bikes
• A Cargo bike is any bike designed to carry some sort of load, either through:
o Small changes to structure of the bike
o Changes to the design to reduce COG
o Larger-scale customizations – Motors, engines, custom frames.
• Delivery bikes come in two main forms:
o Bikes designed specifically to hold a substantial amount of cargo – Trek, Reisse and Muller
o Cargo solutions that cover a wide range of biking options – Uber eats, Deliveroo, etc.
o There are also hybrid systems that are custom bikes that accommodate only the manufacturers
solutions – Yuba, Tern, Babboe

A Cargo Bike from one of the popular brands:
Butchers and Bicycles

• Anything can be cargo:
oTools
oFood
oFurniture

oGroceries
oGas
oPeople

• These bikes often come in two main forms:
o Bikes designed specifically to hold a substantial amount of cargo – Trek, Reisse and Muller
o Cargo solutions that cover a wide range of biking options – uber eats, Deliveroo, etc.
o There are also hybrid systems that are custom bikes that accommodate only the manufacturers
solutions – Yuba, Tern, Babboe

An example of the many uses of
Cargo bikes
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Types of Cargo Bikes
Utility Bike :
• Traditional wheelbase
• Reinforced frames
• Front/back racks and/or baskets
• Nimble and easy to ride

Cycle Truck:
• Standard bike size
• Smaller front wheel
• Front rack over wheel
• Space for various options or a large box
Long Tail:
• Extra-long wheelbase
• Accommodates extended built-in deck
• Can carry children or cargo
• Open top solutions to hold cargo
• Hooks and webbings
• Handles and/or backrests for kids

Long John(Bakfiets, Box Bike):
• Long wheelbase with smaller front wheel
• Space for storage boxes/large box
• Low COG

Cargo tricycle/Cycle Rickshaws :
• Elongated Frame
• Two wheels at front/back
• Cargo platform/box between wheels
• Used as taxis (Africa and Asia) or transport (Europe)

Cycle Rickshaw as transport in India
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Cargo Bike Applications
• The use of Cargo bikes is very prevalent in Last Meter / Mile Deliveries.
o This is a rising industry internationally with more companies switching to cargo bikes to make
delivery more efficient.
o UPS have started implementing a cargo bike made by speed liner.
o A Company has developed a smart bike that can follow the courier over a short distance to
prevent them from having to remount the bike whenever they need to move
UPS – A different take on the cargo bike
by UPS.

Cargaroo – Specialize in e-sharing with
bikes at fixed locations for drivers to rent

B-Line PDX – Ride around and collect packages and
other items from companies and complete the delivery
for them.
IAV – A smart bike that follows its respective
courier.
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Cargo Bike Applications - Local
• Cargo Bikes in their purest forms are still relatively unknown in Nigeria
• This may be caused by a lack of infrastructure that requires them to be used well
• Or because many companies may not yet see the benefits in these modes of delivery.
• There are however some traces of Quasi-Cargo bikes in Nigeria with some vehicles that adopt some of the design principles for cargo bikes:

Keke Maruwas are probably the most
common of these as they are a big
mode of transportation for many of
the Nigerian Population

WeCyclers, a recycling
company, use cargo bikes to
collect and move trash around
the city.

The trend of delivery bikes is one that is
growing in Nigeria with more companies
now being able to deliver goods to
customers. Likely linked to the rise of Ecommerce in Nigeria.
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